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Summary

Gravity and magnetic profile measurements and EM-frequency soundings were carried out
on a 0 - 1000 m thick glacier between nunataks. Information on ice thickness, its
conductivity and bedrock variations under glacier was obtained. A wide conductor, which is
interpreted to be saltwater enriched below permafrost, was revealed.

Introduction

During the austral summer 1993 - 1994, Finland carried out a geophysical and geological
expedition to Western Queen Maud Land, Antarctica (Finnarp93/94). The investigated area
belongs to the Vestfjella mountains (73°S 13°W). The annual mean temperature of the area
is about -15°C. The region is covered with 500 -1000 m thick ice, only nunataks rise above
the glacier. The maximum ice-surface velocity in the area is over 100 m/year. The aim of
the geophysical measurements was to study the thickness of the glacier and the bedrock
geology beneath it.

Gravity, magnetic and electromagnetic profiles were measured between nunataks Basen -
Plogen (ca. 22 km) and Basen - Fossilryggen (ca. 38 km). The distance between the stations
in gravity and magnetic measurements was 250 m. The angle between the lines is ca. 50
degrees. Parallel to the both profiles there are radio echo profiles measured by Swedish
expedition team. The main rock types on the nunataks are basalts and mafic sills. On
Fossilryggen there also are sediments with graphite bearing layers.

Gravity measurements

The gravity observations were done with Worden gravimeter and the altitudes were measured
using barometer-altimeters. The maximum gravity low on both profiles was 65 mGals. The
thickness of the ice was modelled using a constant density contrast -2000 kg/m3. According
to the modelling, the greatest thickness of the glacier is about 1 km on both profiles.

On the line Basen - Fossilryggen the ice thicknesses determined by radio echo and gravity
measurements agree well. This means that there are no areally large density variations in the
bedrock beneath the ice. On the line Basen - Plogen, the quality of the radio echo data is
mostly poor. In the usable parts it agrees with gravity modelling. According to the density
difference the rock type on the both profiles is basalt.

Magnetic measurements

The work was done with proton magnetometers. In the interpretation, the thickness of the ice
was assumed to be known from gravity modelling. The most significant magnetic feature is
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a 10 km long roundish anomaly, 100 nT in amplitude, near Basen. According to the
interpretation the magnetic source is a non-outcropping gabroid intrusion.

Electromagnetic soundings

The work was carried out with an electromagnetic resistivity sounding system called Sampo.
In this method the transmitter is a horizontal loop with a diameter of 5...50 m. The receiver
measures three perpendicular magnetic components of the field. The system operates at 81
frequencies ranging from 2 to 20000 Hz. The coil separation can be increased to 1500 m, in
which case the depth penetration is also about 1500 m.

The aim of the soundings was to study the electric conductivity of the rock under the ice.
The resistivity of the ice was about 50000 Ohmm. The mostly used interval between
sounding points, and transmitter - receiver separation was 1000 m. Some soundings with
longer and shorter coil separations were also executed.

On the Basen - Plogen profile at the sounding station 3 km, where the long coil separation
1000 m was used for the first time, a conductor of 200 Ohmm in the depth of 760 m, was
revealed. The thickness of the ice at the site is about 480 m. In the rest of the profile the ice
is thicker and no conductors were observed.

In the 13 km long section of the Basen - Fossilryggen profile, where the ice thickness
exceeded 600 m, only two soundings were done. In those soundings on thick ice (900 m)
there is no indication of conductors. The rest of the 38 km long profile was measured
systematically. All soundings with 1000 m coil separation show a conductor (20 - 500
Ohmm), which is not located in the ice-rock boundary but deeper inside the rock.

The wide conductor in the profiles has two possible explanations:
1) graphite bearing sediment layers between basalts
2) a saltwater layer enriched below permafrost

The alternatives were tested by calculating the correlation between the ice thickness and the
depth of the conductor in the bedrock. The study revealed a significant negative correlation
between the parameters. Because such a correlation cannot be explained by tectonics, it was
concluded that the conductors are not sediment layers but salty groundwater enriched by
permafrost.

Using the correlation analysis of the ice thickness/conductor depth in the rock, it is possible
to calculate the temperature gradient in the ice and in the rock, and to study the temperature
at the bottom of the glacier.

In the investigation area the correlation analysis suggests that the temperature under the
glacier is about zero when the thickness of it is 700 m. The annual average temperature of
the area is -15°C and the freezing point of saline water -2°C. So the temperature gradient for
the ice is 19.5°C/km and accordingly the temperature gradient for the rock is 13.6°C/km.

Thus the base of glaciers deeper than 700 m appear to be wet. That also explains why there
were no conductors in the areas of thick ice: there is no salty water enriched by permafrost.
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